HAMP Practice Aids

Practice Aids

- HAMP Summary for Judges (August 2013)
- Identifying Participating Servicers
- What to Do When the Servicer Says the Investor is Not Participating?
- What to Do When the Servicer Says No?
- What to Do When the Servicer Denies Because They Re-ran the NPV Test?
- What to Do When the Servicer Refuses to Accept or Process a HAMP Application Because Client is in an Active Bankruptcy Case?
- What to Do When the Servicer Denies a HAMP Modification Because the Client Received a Discharge in a Chapter 7 Case and Did Not Reaffirm the Mortgage Debt?
- What to Do for Widows, Orphans, and Divorcees?
- HAMP Index: The Supplemental Directives, FAQs and Handbooks

Administrative Guidance

- Handbook
- Common FAQs
- Conversion FAQs
- HAMP Borrower FAQs
- HAMP General Administration
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